
Junior Financial Controller

Are you passionate about finance and looking for an exciting opportunity to develop your financial 
controlling skill in an international company full of dedicated people who all strive for the progress of 
agriculture everywhere for everyone? At Limagrain, we can offer you such opportunity – and more!

Do you have a relevant financial education, perhaps have obtained an initial experience within 
controlling, and are looking to working in close cooperation with European finance teams and key 
business stakeholders?

Would you like to develop your personal skills and work in an international environment full of different 
professions and nationalities?

Then come join our team as a Junior Financial Controller where you primarily will participate in the 
controlling of sales, margins, and operational costs as well as the financial closing and consolidation 
process. Based at our Nordic Sales Office in Denmark (Horsens), you will report to our Danish CFO and 
interact and communicate with our regional head office (BA North East) in Germany and overall head 
office in France.

Fields of responsibility
As our Junior Financial Controller, you will analyze financial and business information and provide 
professional advice and recommendations in many business and financial aspects, as you will

• participate in the controlling of revenues, margins operational costs and stocks for the Danish 
company as well as the regional entity

• establish budgets and forecasts for the Danish entity together with the consolidation of the 
entities within the region, including the incorporation of the strategic plan in the profit & loss

• participate in the monthly and annual closing and reporting for the Danish company as well as the 
consolidation of the region

• establish cash forecasts and reporting for the region based on input from the individual entities
• establish and consolidate KPI for the region, ad-hoc analyses and simulations as well as posting of 

financial transactions
• contribute to the improvement of procedures and analyses in SAP and the reporting tools 
• back-up for our Danish CFO

Your qualifications
You have a master’s degree in finance, preferably within business administration and accounting, or 
similar. You have a proven experience working with corporate financial controlling for international 
corporations, but we are also open for newly graduated candidates. Additionally, you possess strong 
key stakeholder management skills and can collaborate at all levels within an international organization, 
including consultants, banks, and auditors.

Limagrain A/S is a Danish company under Limagrain Europe, 
the 4th largest seed company worldwide.  Limagrain is an 
agricultural cooperative and an international group with 
more than 9.000 employees in 57 countries and with over 
50 years of experience. Limagrain A/S supplies the entire 
Scandinavian and Baltic market with strong varieties of 
both corn, rape, and grain seeds etc. 



You have strong accounting skills and knowledge about accounting rules, including Danish GAAP and IFRS, 
although you need not to be a specialist. You have a flair for IT systems, including ERP and consolidation/
management reporting systems. Experience with SAP is an advantage.

Moreover, you possess strong oral and written communication skills. You are proactive and pragmatic and 
have a natural structured, analytical, and process-oriented style with a sharp detail to detail and accuracy.

Fluency in Danish and English is a prerequisite. Knowledge of German and/or French will be an advantage.

As a person, you are curious by nature, you enjoy working with a variety of people and you have a genuine 
interest in supporting your colleagues and getting this done. This combined with your eagerness to learn 
and truly understand the business you work with, makes you a trusted and credible colleague.

We offer
Limagrain provides a dynamic and pleasant work environment, complete with inspiring and challenging 
assignments. The result of your efforts will be significant throughout the organization, and you will be able to 
actively influence and challenge the status quo. You will be part of a small, engaged, and informal team who 
values skill and knowledge creation. We consider our pioneering spirit coupled with our trustworthiness our 
winning formula. ESG is high on the agenda at Limagrain, and our office is close to public transportation and 
offer amble parking space.

Application deadline
Please submit your application as soon as possible, as we are screening applications on a continuous basis. 
Please upload your application here: Junior Financial Controller or at www.humantalent.dk

Contact
If you would like to know more about the position, you are welcome to contact CFO at Limagrain A/S, Niels 
Larsen on +45 2099 1961 or recruitment partner at Human Talent Aps, Trine Sangill on +45 2990 0025.

We look forward to hearing from you.
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